F U LV I A T O M B O L I N I

CASTELFIORA
MARCHÉ

Among verdant rolling hills of vines in the heart of Marché, seated between stretches of
deep blue sea in a countryside frequently marked by medieval villages, the Tombolini family
has engaged passionately with the life of the vine to create exceptional estate wines since
1921. Giovanni Tombolini launched the Castelfiora label in 1972, merging the name of his
beloved wife, Fiora, and the family’s 14th-century Albornoz Tower that is the symbol of the
town of Staffolo. Taking up the reins in 2000 from her father, Giovanni, Fulvia Tombolini
now cultivates these vineyards. The vines are happily situated within the privileged area
for “Classico” bottlings. After many years learning from her father and then nearly two
decades exploring Verdicchio and the greater wine world of the Marches on her own, Fulvia
produces consistently compelling Verdicchio, as exciting as it is classic.
The estate vineyards form an amphitheatre of rare beauty reflecting the family’s longtime
respect for the natural world. The Tombolinis cultivate a delicate balance between the
dreams and needs of the current generation and the preservation of a worthy environmental
heritage for future generations.
Marché is rich in art and culture set amid stunning, uncontaminated landscapes. Local viticultural
traditions date back to the Etruscans and Piceni, but essential was the role of the Dori, who came
from Greece to settle here about 2400 years ago. Inspired by the beauty of Marché, the Marchigiani
have a deep respect for nature that greatly impacted their agricultural traditions. Here the land is
cultivated as a garden, integrating vineyards, olive groves and brooms to create thrillingly unique
Italian landscapes –– And it is this generous land that produces Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi.

Castelfiora VERDICCHIO dei CASTELLI di JESI CLASSICO DOC
This excellent Verdicchio Castelfiora is a pure expression of the grape. For almost a century, the Tombolini family
has devoted itself with dedication and passion to quality, most particularly with the region’s greatest strength and
one of Italy’s great classic grapes: Verdicchio. Deeply respectful of nature and inspired by the magnificent hills
of the Marches, Fulvia Tombolini proudly continues her family’s winemaking traditions with one eye informed by
a glorious past and the other on the unlimited potential of the present. Her commitment can be tasted in these
wines, brilliant complements to classic regional dishes and a wonderful foil to much of what has come to us
from the seemingly inexhaustible gastronomic creativity of Italians.
Pale yellow with greenish highlights; an elegant perfume of fruit and white flowers, with delicate balsamic notes;
balanced and persistent on the palate. Excellent complement to fish and shellfish, but for a celebrated regional
match, serve this exciting wine alongside white meats, mushrooms, and truffles.
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